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A space X is said to be subparacompact [3] if every open covering of X 
admits a u -discrete closed refinement. Subparacompact spaces have been 

v 
studied by Arhangel'skii [l], McAuley [17], Cohan [7], Burke ( [3), [4], [5]), 
Burke and Stoltenberg [o], Singal and Jain ( (23], [24)) and others. Burke 
[3] proved that subparacompactness of Xis equivalent to each of the following 
three properties of X : 

(i) Every open covering of X has a u -locally finite closed refinement. 

(ii) Every open covering of X has a <r -closure preserving closed 
refinment. 

. 
(iii) If C is an open covering of X, then there exists a sequence 

00 
{Vn} n:::i of open coverings ofX such that for each point x of X there is a 
positive integer m (x) and a U EC such that st (x, V (x)) CC. (St(x, V (x) m m 
denotes the union of all those members of V m (x) which contain the point x.) 

In [13] and [23], countably subparacompact spaces are also studied. 
X is said to be countably subparacompact if every countable open covering of X 
admits au -discrete closed refinement. This definition is due to Hodel [13]. 
Further, it has been proved in [23] that countable subparacompactness of X 
is equivalent to each of the following properties of X : 

(a) Every. countable open covering of X has a tj -locally finite closed 
refinement. 

(b) Every countable open covering of X has a IT - closure preserving 
closed refinement. 



In the present paper, we generalize the concept of subp.uacompact
ness to m-subparacompactness, where m is an infinite cardinal. A space X wil 1 

be ~alled m-subparacompact if every open covering of X of cardinality ~ m 

has a <T·discrele closed refinement. l f m = X0 , then m-subparacompact spaces 
are precibely tht: countably 8Ubparacompact spaces. For a ~pace X, having an 
open base of cardinalit1 ~ m, m subparacompactness is equivalent to subpara
compac1ness. In section l of the present pape1, some characterizations and 
1elationship of m-subpar acompactn.-ss with other covering properties are obtai
ned. Section 2 deah with subsets of m-subparacompact spaces. In section 3, 
direct and inverse pr~ervalion of m-subparacompact spaces under certain types 
of mappings are studied, and in section .. , srime sum theorems have been pro
ved. lnvertibtl1ty, simple extention arid adjunction of m-~ubparacornpa-:t 

spices are discussed m section ti. 

I. Characterizations 

Lemma I.I Let every open cc.vering of X of cardinality ~ m have a 
u ·closure preserving closed refinement. For each nEN let U ( n) = { U a ( n): aE fl} 

be an optn covermg of X with I fl I_~ m and Va (n+ l) < Va (n) for all a E fl. 
CP 

Then there is a sequence { v11 } n= 1 of closed coverings of X such that, for each 
co 

nEN, v11=U v n) and the followmg conditions are satisfied: 
m=l m 

(1). Vm (n)={Va,m (n): a E fl} and is closure preserving for each mEN. 

(2) v (n) C Va (n) for each a E fl, m EN. 
a,m 

(3) v (n) C Va,m+ I (n) for each a E fl, m e N. a,m 

(4) v (n+l)CV (n) for each a E n, m E N. 
a,m a,m 

Proof. Proof is on the same lines as the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [23 
and is therefore omitted. 

Using the above lemma, the following theorem can be proved in the 
same way as Theorem 3.1 in [23]. 

Theorem I.I The following properties of X are equivalent : 

(a) Every open covering of X of cardinality ~ m has a u -discrete 

c losed refinement. 
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(b) Every open covering of X of cardinality ~ m has a u-locally finite 
closed refinement. 

(c) Every open covering of X of cardinality ~ m has a u -closure 
preserving closed refinement. 

From the above theorem and Theorem 1.1 in [ 19) it follows that every 
m-paracompact normal space is m-subparacompact. Below we give an 
example (Example I. I) to show that the converse is not true. 

In the next theorem we obtain a condition which together with m
subparacompactness implies m-paracompactness. But before that, we give 
definitions of some of the concepts which have been recently introduced by 
Krajewski [15) and Smith and Krajewski [15]. 

A Space X is said to be expandable if corresponding to each locally 
finite family {Fa : a E n} of subsets of x there is a locally finite open family 
{Ga: a E 11} of subsets of Xsuch that Fa c Ga for each a En. xis said to be 

almost expandable if for each locally finite family {Fa : a E 11} of subsets of X 
there exists a point-finite open family { Gix : a e 11} of subsets of X such that 
Fa C GJ.. for each a E 11. Xis discretely expandable if for every discrete family 
{Fa: a E 11} of subsets of Xthere exists a locally finite family {Ga: a E !2} of 
open subsets of X such that FaC Ga for each a e 11. Xis called almost
discretely expandable if for every discrete family {Fa: a e 11} of subsets of X 
there exists a point-finite open family {Ga : a e n} of subsets X such that 
Fae Ga for each a E n. 

For any cardinal number m, the cardinality dependent concepts of 
m-expandability, almost m-expandability, discrete m-expandability, almost 
discrete m-expandability can be difined in a naturaJ.manner. 

Theorem 1.2 A space X is m-paracompact if Xis m-expandable 
and m - subparacompact. 

Proof. Le1 X be an m-expandable m-subparacompact space and let 
u= {Ua : a e f.!} be an open covering of X of cardinality ~ m. Since X is 

co 
m-s.lbparacompact, there exists a <T-locally finite closed refinement v= U P'. 

i= I ' 

of u. Without any loss of generality, we ican take v.= {V· : a E fl}. Since x 
t t, a 
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ism-expandable, therefore for each i e N there is a locally finite open family 
w1 ={WI> a : ae P.} of subsets of X such that Vi,a C WI> a· Also for each Vi, a 

there exists a Us. a e u such that Vi, a C U1, a. Let GI> a = U1> a n WI> a, 
co 

and let C1={Gi,a: aef.!}. Then C =U G1 is a a--locally finite open refine· 
i=l 

ment ofu. For each ieN, put C1=U {G: GeG1} Then {G1:ieN}is a 
countable -0pen covering of X. X is countably paracompact, since X0 expand
ability is equivalent to countable paracompactness [ 15, Theorem 2. ')]. Let 
{ H/3: ~ e l:J. } be a los_ally finite open refinement of {Gi: i e N.} For f3 e b,, 

let i (fJ) EN such that H~ c Gi(fJ). Then {H/3 n G: GE G1(/3), f3 E 6} i ~ 

a locally finite open refinement of u. Hence X is m-paracompact. 

Corollary 11 A normal space X is m-paI acompact if and only if X is 
m-expandable and m·subparacompact. 

Example 1.1 An X 1 -subparacompact normal space which is not 
X1 -paracompact, 

Let F denote the normal but not collectionwise normal space cunstruc
ted by Bing [2, Example G] where the underlying space P has cardinality X1 • 

In Ll5] Krajewski proved that Fis a normal metacompact Hausd01ff space 
which is the countable union of closed paracompact sub~paces (and hence sub
paracompact) but is not X1-expandable. Since every X-paiacompact space is 
x1 -expandable [15, Theorem 2.4], therefore Fis not even X 1 -paracompact. 

We now give two theorems which exhibit relationship of m-subpara· 
compact spaces with m-metacomeact spaces. A space X is called m-metacom· 
pact if every open covering of X of cardinality ~ m admits a point-finite open 
refinement. 

Theorem 1.3 Every m-metacompact space in which every closed set 
is a G - set is m·subparacompact. 

0 

Proof. Follows easily from Theorem I in [ 13]. 

Theorem 1.4 Every almost discretely m-expandable m-subparacom· 
pact space is m-metacompact. 

Proof. Let u={u : a e SJ} be an open covering of X of cardinality 
a 

~ m. Since Xis m-subparacompact, there is a a- -discrete closed refinement 
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c:o 
V= u Vt • Without any loss of generality we can take V1 = { v (i, a) : a E n},. 

i=l 
Since Xis almost discretely m-expandable there exists for each i, a point-finite 
open Collection k1={k (i, a): a E fl} SUCh that V (i,a) C k (i, a) for all a E fl, 
For each t EN and for each a e n there exists a member Ua1 of u such that 

co 
V (i, ex)< Ua 1• Take G i, a) = k (i,a) n Ua1• Then C=U C1t where C1 = 

i=l 
{ G i, a) : a e n } is a u-point-finite open refinement of u. For each i e N let 
Gi=U {G (i,a): a e fl}. Then {G1 : i e N} is a countable open covering of X. 
Since for every infinite cardin<1.l m, an m-subparacompact space is countably 
metacompact [ 13] the covering { Gi : i e N} admits a point finite open refine

ment H= {H ~: ~ e A}. For f3 e A, let i ({3) e N such that H~ C G1(f3). 

Then { H f3 nG: Ge Ci(~) ; f3 e ~ } is a point finite open refinement of u. 

Hence X is m-metacompact. 

Since every discrete family of subsc ts of a countably compact space is 
finite, the following result is immediate. 

Theorem 1.5 Every m-mbparacomp<ict countably compact space is 
m-compact. (A space Xis said to be m-compacc if every open covering of X of 
cardinality ~ m has a. finite subcovering). 

2. Subsets and m-subparacompactness 

It can be easily verified that every closed subset of an m-subparacom
pact space is m-subparacompact. But, as with some other classes of topological 
spaces such as paracompact and collectionwise normality, a more general 
result holds. • 

Definition 2.1 A subset A of a space is said to be an F - subset if it 
O' 

is a union of countable number of closed sets, 

Definition 2.2 A subset A of X is said to be a generalized F 
O' 

-subset if for each open set U containing A there is an Fu -subset B such 

that A C BC U. 

Theorem 2.1 Every Fu -subset of an m-subparacompact space is 

m-subparacompact. 

Proof. Let A be an Fu subset of an m-subparacompact space X. 

Let U = { u a. : a e n}, where I n I ~ m be a relatively open covering of A. There 
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* * * exists a collection U ofopensubsetsofXsuchthat U={Ua=UanA:Ua EU} 
00 

Also there is a countable family {A1} of closed subsets of X such that A= U A1• 

i=I 

"' For each i, let w1 = U U {X-A1}. Then w1 is an open covering of X of cardinality 
co 

~ m. Let Vi= u u,,l be a (T -locally finite closed refinement of w,. Let Vi,1 be 
j=I 

the collection of all those members of U1,J which intersect Ai. Each V"I is locally 
co 

finite with respect to X. U Vi,1 is as dosed covering of Ai such that each 
j=i 

* member of Vi~ is contaimd in some Ua. Let w1,i= {B n A : BE U1,1} and let 
co co 

w= U U <ai,1. Then w is a u -locally finite (in A) clost-d (in A refinement 
i= I j=l 

ofU. Hence A is m-subpara<wmpact. 

Theerem 2.2 If A is a subset of X such that every open subset of X 

which contains an m-subparacompact set that contains A, thrn A is 

m-subparacompact. 

Proof. Let U = { Ua : a e n} be an open ( in A ) covering of A of 
cardinality ~ m. For each a e n, let Va be an open iubset of X mch that 

Ua.=A n Va.. Then u,. Vais an open set containing A. Thus, by hypothesis 
ae<L 

u Va. 
there exists an m-subparacompact subset B of X such that AC BC 

a. E Q 

Now {Va n B: ae !2} is an open tin B) covuing of B of cardinality ~ m. Let 
co 

w=U w1 beau -locally finite (in B) closed (in B) refinement of {VanB: 
i=l 

a EH}. Ifwe let W1={Wij :j E /),. 1} and W11=Vi1 n B where Vii is closed in 
x. then each Vii n A is closed in A and the family v,= {Vii n A : j E A 1} is 

= locally finite in A for each i. Also U v1 covers A. Hence A is m-
i= l 

subparacompact. 

Corollary 2.1 Every generalized Fu ·subset of a11 m-subparacompact 

space is m·subparacompact. 

Proof. Follows directly from the definition of generalized F -subset 
(T 

and the above theorem. 
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Theorem 2.3 If every open subset of a space Xis m-subparacompact 
then every subset of Xis m-subparacompact. 

Proof. Let A be any subset of X. Let U = {Ua : a e n} be an open 

(in A) covering of A sueh that l l1l ~ m. For each a .: ll,let U * be an open subset 
a 

* * of Xsuch that Ua=AnUa. Then U*={Ua: a e il} is an open coveiing of 

G= U" U * of cardinality ~ m. Since G is m-subparacompact, there exists 
a E "' a 

co 
arr -locally finite closed (in G) refinemet v*= U vn* of U*. For each n e .N 

n=l 
o:> 

let Vn={VnA: V.: vn*}. Then v=U Vn is a <T -locally finite (in A) closed 
n=l 

(in A) refinement of U. Hence A is m-subparacompact. 

3. Mappings and m-subparacompactness 

Theorem 3.1 Every closed continuous image of an m-subparacompact 
space is m-subparacompact. 

Proof. Letf: X-+ r be a closed continuous mapping of an m·subpara
compact spaceXonto r. Let U={Ua: a EH} be an open.covering ofTof 
cardinality ~ m Then/-1 (U) = {j- 1 (Ua) : Va e U} is an open covering of X 
of cardinality ~ m. Thus thrre is a <r-clomre pre~erving dosed refinement .. 

00 
ti= U Vn ofj- 1 (U ). Since/ is a closed and continuous mapping, each /(vn) 

n=I 
co 

is a closure preserving closed collecttion. Hcnce/(v)= U f v0 ) is a er-closure 
n=l 

preserving closed refinement of V. Hence r is m subparacompict. 

Definition 3.1 A mapping f: X-+ r is said to be a perfect mapping 
if/ is closed, continuous and J-1 (y) is compact for eachy er. 

Theorem 3.2 If Xis a normal space and/ is a perfect mapping from 
x onto r, then xis m-subparacompact if r is so. 

Proof. Let U= {Va : a. e Q} be an open covering of X of cardinality 
~ m. For each y e r we can find a finite ~ubcollection U ( y) of U such that 

J-l(y)Cu(y)=U{u: uEU(y)}. Let V(y)=Y-f(X-u(y)). Then v={V(y) ;yE1'} 

is an open covering of r Clearly, vis of cardinality ~ m. Since 1' is m-subpa· 
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co 
racompact, therefore v has a <T-discrete closed refinement v*= U v0 *· Then 

n=l 

J-I(v *)= [J-I(V *): V* Ev*} is a CT-discrete refinement of {u(y) :y Er}. 

Given V* Ev*, lety(V*) be a fixed element of rsuch thatj-1(V*)Cu(y(V*)). 
Let u { y (V*)} = { u1, . , uk (V*)}, su that u(y(V*)) is a finite open. covering of the 

normal spacef-1 ( V* , Thus there• is an open covning { u1 *, u2 *, . u* k( V* ) } of 

f 1 ( V*) such that ui* C..u1 for all i=l,2, ...... ,k( V*) For each n EN, let 
w 0 * = {f-1 (V*)nur*: V* E V .. *, u1 e U (y(V*))}. We shall prove that 
each w0* is loc11lly finite in X. Let x e X. Since f- 1 (v 0 *) is a discrete 
collection in X, there exists a neighbourhood Nx of x which intersects at 
the most one member of J- 1 (v0 *). Since each element of J-1 (v0 *) inter
sects at the most finitely many members of w 0 * and each member of w0 * is 
contained in some element of j-1 (v0 *),it follews that Nx will intersect only 
finitely many members of w"*. Thus every open cover of Xof cardinality~ m 
has a <T-locally finite closed refinement. Hence Xis m-subparacompact. 

4. Sum Theorems : 

Sum theorems give conditions under which the union of topological 
spaces of given lype are of the same type. Various sum theorems have been 
given for the class of paracompact, regular, completely normal, metrizable, 
m-paracompact and normal, subparacompact and other classes of spaces. In 
this section we shall obtian some sum theorems for the class of m-subparacom
pact spaces. It is easy to note that a countable union of closed m-subpara· 
compact spaces is m-subparacompact. Throughout in the section, p will denote 
a topological property which is closed hereditary and which safofies the locally 
finite sum theorem, which states the following : 

'If {Fa : a E !2} is a locally fiinite closed covering of X such that each 
Fa possesses the property p, then X possesses p.' 

Hodel [131 proved that p satisfies the followi11g sum theorems. 

Theorem 4.1 Let X be a topological space and let Ube a CT-locally 
finite open covering of X such that the closure of each element of iJ possesses 
the property p. Then X ?ossesses p. 

'Ibeorem 4.2 Let X be a topological space and let v be a u-Iocally 
finite elementary covering (see Definition 4.1 below) of X. Then X posstsbes 
the property p if each V E v possesses p. 
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Theorem 4.3 Let X be a regular space and let v be a <T -locally finite 
open covering of X, each element of which possesses p and has the compact 
frontier. Then X ha~ the property p. 

Definition 4.1 A subset A of Xis said to be elementary if it is open 
and is the union of a countable family of open subsets, the closure of each 
member of which is contained in A. A covering of X consisting of elementary 
sets is called an elementary covering, 

Definition 4.2 (Y. Katuta, [ 14] ). A family {A : a. e n} is said a. 
to be order locally finite if there is a linear ordering '<' on n such that 
for each a. E n' the family { A,\ : x < a } is locally finite at each point 

of A a.. 

Every <T - locally finite family is order locally finite but not con
versely. 

In [22] Singal and Arya obtained the following sum theorems for p. 
These theorems generalise Theorems 4.1 and 4. 3. 

Theorem 4.4 Let v be an order locally finite open covering of a 
space X such that closure of each member of v possesses the property p. Then 
X possesses p. 

Theorem 4.5 If X is a regular space, v is an order Jocally finite 
open covering of x each member of which possesses the property p and if the 
frontier of each member of vis compact, then X possesses the property p. 

we shall prove that all these sum theorems hold for m-subparacompact 
spaces also. For that we have to first prove that the locally finite sum 
theorem holds for m-subparacompact spaces. 

Theorem 4.6 If {Fa : a E n } be a. locally finite closed covering 

of X such that F is m·subparacompact, then X is m-subparacompact. a. 

proof Let u { U f3 : f3 e .6. } be an open covering of X of cardinality 

$i m. For each a.En, {U~ n F(}. : (3 E .6} is then an open ( in Fa. ) covering 

of F of cardinality ~ m. 
a 

subsets (of F and hence 
a 

co 
Thus there exists a family Va. = U Vi a of closed 

i=I 
of X) such. that each Vi°' is a discrete (in Fa and 
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hence in X) family of subsets of F such that Va is a covering of F For 
a ~ 

o:l 
each i, let W: = U Via and let w = U wi. Then w is a closed covering of X 

a E Q i= l 
which is a refinement of U. Also it can be proved that each w1 is locally finite. 
Thus w i~ a er - locally finite closed refinement of U and hence X is m· 
subparacompact. 

Theorem 4. l Every disjoint topological sum of m-subparacompact 
spaces is m-subparacompact. 

In view of the Theorem 4.6 and the fact that m-subparacompactness 
is a closed hereditary property, we have the following results . . 

Theorem 4.7 If v is an order locally firiite open covering of a ~pace 
X such that the closure of each member of v is m-subparacompact, then Xis 
m-subparacompact. 

Theorem 4.8 If X is regular and Vis an order locally finite open 
covering of X such that each member of vis m-subparacompact and the fron· 
tier of each member of vis compact, then Xis m·subparacompact. 

Theorem 4 9 If v is a <T -locally finite elementary covering of X such 
that each element of vis m-subparacompact, then Xis m-subparacompact. 

We now obtain some other sum theorems as consequences of the 
locally finite sum theorem for m-subparacompact spaces. The proofs of all 
these theorems follow same arguments as the corresponding theorems for sub
paracompact spaces in [23] and [24 J• We, therefore, only state these theorems. 

Theorem 4.10 Let X be a regular space and let v be a locally finite 
open covering of X such that for each V e v, V is m-subparacompact and Fr V 
is Lindel~f. Then Xis m-subparacompact. 

Theorem 4.11 Let V= {Ua: a e Q} be a locally finite open covering 
of a normal space X such that each Ua is m-subparacompact space. Then 

Xis m-subparacompact. 

Theorem 4.12 If { Ua : a e f2} is a point finite open covering of a 
collectionwise normal space such that each Ua is m-subparacompact, then X 
is m-subparacompact. 
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An open covering U of Xis said to be noamai if there exists a sequence 
{Un: n= 1,2, ...•• }of open coverings or X such that each Un+I is a star refinement 
of Un (that is, the covering {St (x, Un+1 ) : x E X} refines U0) and U 1 is a 
refinement of U. 

Theorem 4.13 Let {Ua : a E .!2} be a normal open covering of a 
normal space X such that each U a. is m-subparacompact. Then X is m
subparacompact. 

Therem 4.14 Let { Ua. : a. E .l2} be a CT -locally finite open covering of a 
normal spaceX such that U a is an F CT -subset of X. Then X is m·subparacom-

pact if each Ua is m-subparacompact. 

Theorem 4.15 Let {Ua. : a. E .l2} be a. CT-locally finite open covering of a 
countably paracompact normal space X such that each Ua is m- subparacom
pact. Then X is m-subparacvmpact. 

Definition 4 3 [Frolik, 11]. A space Xis said to be weakly regular 
if every open subset of X contains a non-empty regularly closed set. 

Theorem 4.J6 Every space which contains a proper non-empty 
regularly closed set is m-subparacompact if and only if every regularly closed 
subset of X is m-rnbparacompact. 

Corollary 4.2 A weakly regular space Xis m-subparacompact if and 
only if every proper regularly closed subset of X is m-subparacompact. 

Corollary 4.3 A semi-regular space X is m·subparacompact if and 
only if every proper regularly closed subset of X.is m-subparacompact. 

5. Embedding of m-subparacompact spaces 

In [21] Mrowka proved that a locally m-paracompact completely 
regular space can be embedded in an m-paracompact space as an open sub
space. We wish to prove the same for m-subparacompact spaces. 

We need the following lemma. 

Lemma 5.1 Let X be a regular space and let 9, be an open basis of 

neighbourhoods of a point x E X such that X-G is m-subparacompact for each 
G e g,, then Xis m·subparacompact. 
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Proof. Let U = { U a : a e n } be an open covering of X of cardinality 
~ m. For x e X there is a a., e n such that x e U Let Gr. e 9, be such that 

ar.• 
x E Gx c Gr. c ua . Since x -Gx is m-subparacompact and { (X-G;i) 

x 
nua : a En } is an open tin X-Gr.) covering of X-Gz of cardinality~ m, 
therefore there exists a u -locally finite ( in X -Gx and hence in X) closed 

co 
(in X-Gx and hence in X) refinement v=U Vn of {(X-G1'J n ua : a Eil}. 

n=l 

Let V0 = {GiJ• 
co 

Then U Vn is au - locally finite closed refinement of U. 
n=o • 

Hence X is m-subparacompact. 

Let us call a space locally m-subparacompact if each point of X 
has a neighbourhood whose closme is m-subparacompact. 

Theorem 5.1 Every completely regular locally m-subparacompact 
space can.be embedded in an m-subparacompact space as an open subspace. 

Proof'. Since m-subparacompactness is a closed hereditary property 
and is finitely additive for closed subsets, therefore Lemma 5. l shows that 
m-imbparacompactness satisfies the condition (w) of Mrowka [21]. Hence the 
result follows as in [21 ]. 

Corollary 5.1 Every completely regular locally , subparacompact 
space can be embedded in a subparacompact space as an open subspace. 

6. lnvertibility, Simple Extensions and Adjunction of' m-subpara
compact Spaces. 

Definition 6.1 [Doyle and Hocking, 9 ]. A space X is said to be 
invertible if for each open subset U of X there exists a homeomorphism h: X-. 
X such that h ( X-U) CU. h is called an inverting homeomorphism 
for U. 

Theorem 6.1 Let X be an invertible space in one of its open sets U 
and let ;; be m-subparacompact. Then X is m-subparacompact. 

Proof. Leth: x~x be an inverting homeomorphism for U. Then 

h(X-U) C U, and therefore X = u U h ( u ) where ;; and h ( u) are both m-sub-
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paracompact. Hence Xis m-subparacompact, since a countable union of closed 
m-subparacompact subspaces is m-subparacompact. 

Definition 6.2 [Levine, 16]. Let (X, T) be any topological space 
and let A be a subset of X such that A ~ T. Then the topology T (A) = 

{U u (V n A) : u, v ET} is called a simple extension of T. 

It can easily be checked that (A, T n A ) = ( A, T ( A ) n A ) and 
(X-A, T n (X-A)) = (X-A, T (A) n (X-A)). 

Theorem 6.2 If (X, T) is an m-subparacompact space and A C X is 
such that X-A E T, then (X, T (A)) is m-subparacompact it and only if (X-A, 
T n (X-A)) is m-subparacompact. 

P.roof. The 'only if' part follows from the facts that (X-A, T n (X-A)) 
= (X-A, T (A) n (X·A)) and every closed subspace of an m-subparacompact 
space is m-subparacompact. We shall now prove the 'if' part. Since (X, T) 
is m-subparacompact and A is a closed subspace of (X, T), it follows that 
(A, T n A) is m-subparacompact. Thus if (X-A, T n (X-A)) is also m-subpara
compact, X is the union of two closed m-subparacompact subspaces of 
(X, T (A)). Hence (X, T (A)) is m-subparacompact. 

Theorem 6.3 If (X, T) is hereditarily m-subparacompact, and A is 
a subset of X such that X-A ET, then (X, T (A)) is also hereditarily m-sub
paracompact. 

Proof. Since ( X, T ) is hereditarily m-subparacompact, therefore 
(X-A, T n (X-A)) is also hereditarily m-subparacompact. The rest of the 
proof is on the same lines as the proof of Theorem 6.2 ... 

Let X and r be two topological spaces and let A be a closed subset of 
X. Letf: A-+Tbe a continuous mapping. Denote by x+rthe disjoint topolo
gical sum of X and r. Then an equivalence relation R mav be defin, d as 
(a, b) ER if a=b or a=f (b) or b=f (a). The quotient space (X +r)/R is called 
the ad junction space obtained by joining x to r by means of the mapping f. 
The adjunction space is denoted by XU r andf is called the attaching map. 

f 
Let p denote tho natural mapping (or projection) of x+r to XU r; that is p 

f 
maps a point of X+r to the equivalence class containing that point. We 
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paracompact. Hence Xis m·subparacompact, since a countable union of closed 
m-subparacompact subspaces is m·subparacompact. 

Definition 6.2 [Levine, 16]. Let (X, T) be any topological sriace 
and let A be a subset of X such that A f.t T. Then the topology T (A) = 

{U u (V n A) : u. v ET} is called a simple extension of T. 

It can easily be checked that (A, T n A ) = ( A, T ( A ) n A ) and 
(X·A, T n (X-A)) = (X-A, T (A) n (X-A)). 

Theorem 6.2 If (X, T) is an m-subparacompact space and A C X is 
such thatX-A e T, then (X, T (A)) is m-subparacompact it and only if (X-A, 
T n (X-A)) is m-subparacompact. 

Pl'oof. The 'only if' part follows from the facts that (X-A, T n (X-A)) 
= (X-A, T (A) n (X·A)) and every closed subspace of an m-subparacompact 
space is m·subparacompact. We shall now prove the 'if' part. Since (X, T) 
is m-subparacompact and A is a closed subspace of (X, T), it follows that 
(A, T n A) is m·subparacompact. Thus if (X-A, T n (X·A)) is also m-subpara· 
compact, X is the union of two closed m-subparacompact subspaces of 
(X, T (A)). Hence (X, T (A)) is m·subparacompact. 

Theorem 6.3 If (X, T) is hereditarily m-subparacompact, and A is 
a subset of X such that X-A e T, then (X, T (A)) is also hereditarily m-sub
paracompact. 

Proof. Since ( X, T ) is hereditarily m-subparacompact, therefore 
(X-A, T n (X-A)) is also hercditarily m-subparacompact. The rest of the 
proof is on the same lines as the prnof of Theorem 6.2. 

Let X and r be two topological spaces and let A be a closed subset of 
X. Letf: A-+r be a continuous mapping. Denote by x+r the disjoint topolo
gical sum of X and r. Then an equivalence relatioIP R mav be defin• d as 
(a, b) ER if a=b or a=f(b) or b-f (a). The quotient space (X+r)/R is called 
the adj unction space obtained by joining X to r by means of the mapping f. 
The adjunction space is denoted by XU r andf is called the attaching map. 

f 
Letp denote the natural mapping (or projection) of X+r to XU Y; that is p 

f 
maps a point of x+r to the equivalence class containing that point. We 
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shall now show that the adj unction 5pace x u r is m-subparacompact if x i3 
f 

m-subparacompact and r is m-suhparacompact and Hausdorff and A is a 
compact subspace of X. 

We need the following result due to Dugundji [IO; page 128] 

Le:mma 6.1 Let X U r be an adjunction space and let p : X + 1'-+ 
f 

X U r be the projection mapping. If F C X+r is such that F n Xis closed 
f 

in X, then p (F) is closed if and only if (F n r) U f (F n A) is closed in r. 

Theore:m 6.4 Let "x be an m·subparacompact space, and r be an 
m-subparacompact Hausdorff space. Then X U r is an m-subparacompact 

f 
space if the domain of the attaching map f is compact. 

Proof. If A C X is compact and Y is Hausdorff then for a closed 
subset F of X+Y, p (F) is closed since F n Y and f (F n A) are both closed. 
Thus the mapping p : x+r ~ X U r is a closed continuous mapping. Hence 

f 
the result follows in view of Corollary 4.1 and Theorem 3.1. 
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